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STATEMENT OF THE CASE: 
 
The claimant filed an appeal from the March 30, 2015, (reference 01) unemployment insurance 
decision that denied benefits based upon separation.  The parties were properly notified about 
the hearing.  A telephone hearing was held on May 5, 2015.  The claimant participated with one 
witness, Mary Crawford.  Although properly notified for the hearing, the employer elected not to 
participate.   
 
ISSUE: 
 
Did claimant voluntarily quit the employment with good cause attributable to employer? 
Is the claimant able to and available for work?   
 
FINDINGS OF FACT: 
 
Having reviewed all of the evidence in the record, the administrative law judge finds:  The 
claimant was employed full-time as an over-the-road truck driver and was separated from 
employment on February 13, 2015.  
 
The claimant and his wife, Mary Crawford, were an over-the-road truck driving team.  On 
February 13, 2015, the claimant was diagnosed with early onset Alzheimer’s disease.  As a 
result, the claimant’s physician advised he discontinue work as a commercial truck driver.  The 
claimant advised his employer of his diagnosis and had to resign immediately.   
Since his diagnosis, the claimant’s condition remains unchanged.  He is unable to perform work 
that involves multi-tasking or driving, due to complications from his illness.  
 
REASONING AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW: 
 
For the reasons that follow, the administrative law judge concludes claimant’s separation from 
the employment was without good cause attributable to the employer. 
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Iowa Code § 96.5-1 provides:   
 

An individual shall be disqualified for benefits:  
 
1.  Voluntary quitting.  If the individual has left work voluntarily without good cause 
attributable to the individual's employer, if so found by the department. 
 

Iowa Code § 96.5-1-d provides:   
 

An individual shall be disqualified for benefits:   
 
1.  Voluntary quitting.  If the individual has left work voluntarily without good cause 
attributable to the individual's employer, if so found by the department.  But the individual 
shall not be disqualified if the department finds that:   
 
d.  The individual left employment because of illness, injury or pregnancy upon the 
advice of a licensed and practicing physician, and upon knowledge of the necessity for 
absence immediately notified the employer, or the employer consented to the absence, 
and after recovering from the illness, injury or pregnancy, when recovery was certified by 
a licensed and practicing physician, the individual returned to the employer and offered 
to perform services and the individual's regular work or comparable suitable work was 
not available, if so found by the department, provided the individual is otherwise eligible.  

 
Iowa Admin. Code r. 871-24.25(37) provides:   
 

Voluntary quit without good cause.  In general, a voluntary quit means discontinuing the 
employment because the employee no longer desires to remain in the relationship of an 
employee with the employer from whom the employee has separated.  The employer 
has the burden of proving that the claimant is disqualified for benefits pursuant to Iowa 
Code section 96.5.  However, the claimant has the initial burden to produce evidence 
that the claimant is not disqualified for benefits in cases involving Iowa Code section 
96.5, subsection (1), paragraphs "a" through "i," and subsection 10.  The following 
reasons for a voluntary quit shall be presumed to be without good cause attributable to 
the employer: 
 
(37)  The claimant will be considered to have left employment voluntarily when such 
claimant gave the employer notice of an intention to resign and the employer accepted 
such resignation.  This rule shall also apply to the claimant who was employed by an 
educational institution who has declined or refused to accept a new contract or 
reasonable assurance of work for a successive academic term or year and the offer of 
work was within the purview of the individual's training and experience. 

 
The claimant has the burden of proving that the voluntary leaving was for good cause 
attributable to the employer.  Iowa Code § 96.6(2).  In this case, the claimant left his 
employment because of a diagnosis by his physician of early onset Alzheimer’s disease.  As a 
truck driver, he was unable to perform work due to the illness.  The claimant notified the 
employer of his inability to continue performing work, and he is not able to return to perform 
work at this time.  While the claimant’s leaving the employment may have been based upon 
good personal reasons, it was not for a good-cause reason attributable to the employer 
according to Iowa law.  Benefits are denied. 
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The next issue is whether the claimant is able and available to perform work.  
 
Iowa Code § 96.4-3 provides:   
 

An unemployed individual shall be eligible to receive benefits with respect to any week 
only if the department finds that:   
 
3.  The individual is able to work, is available for work, and is earnestly and actively 
seeking work.  This subsection is waived if the individual is deemed partially 
unemployed, while employed at the individual's regular job, as defined in section 96.19, 
subsection 38, paragraph "b", unnumbered paragraph 1, or temporarily unemployed as 
defined in section 96.19, subsection 38, paragraph "c".  The work search requirements 
of this subsection and the disqualification requirement for failure to apply for, or to accept 
suitable work of section 96.5, subsection 3 are waived if the individual is not disqualified 
for benefits under section 96.5, subsection 1, paragraph "h".  

 
Iowa Admin. Code r. 871-24.22(1)a provides: 
 

Benefits eligibility conditions.  For an individual to be eligible to receive benefits the 
department must find that the individual is able to work, available for work, and earnestly 
and actively seeking work.  The individual bears the burden of establishing that the 
individual is able to work, available for work, and earnestly and actively seeking work.   
 
(1)  Able to work.  An individual must be physically and mentally able to work in some 
gainful employment, not necessarily in the individual's customary occupation, but which 
is engaged in by others as a means of livelihood. 
 
a.  Illness, injury or pregnancy.  Each case is decided upon an individual basis, 
recognizing that various work opportunities present different physical requirements.  A 
statement from a medical practitioner is considered prima facie evidence of the physical 
ability of the individual to perform the work required.  A pregnant individual must meet 
the same criteria for determining ableness as do all other individuals. 

 
Iowa Admin. Code r. 871-24.23(35) provides: 
 

Availability disqualifications.  The following are reasons for a claimant being disqualified 
for being unavailable for work.   
 
(35)  Where the claimant is not able to work and is under the care of a physician and has 
not been released as being able to work.   

 
For an individual to be eligible to receive benefits, he must be able to work, available for work, 
and actively seeking work as required by the unemployment insurance law.  Iowa Code 
Section 96.4-3.  The claimant has the burden to show he is able to work, available for work, and 
earnestly and actively seeking work.  The unemployment insurance rules require that an 
individual be physically and mentally able to work in some full-time gainful employment, not 
necessarily in the individual's customary occupation, but a job which is engaged in by others as 
a means of livelihood.  871 IAC 24.22(1).  The rules also provide that an individual is 
disqualified for being unavailable to work if an individual has a medical report stating the 
individual is unable to work.  871 IAC 24.23(6).  Based on the testimony offered, the evidence 
fails to establish the claimant is able to and available for work as defined by the unemployment 
insurance law and ineligible to receive unemployment insurance benefits. 
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Although this decision only applies to unemployment insurance benefits, it is the administrative 
law judge’s conclusion that given the severity of the claimant’s possible permanent medical 
restrictions, he may be permanently disabled and unable to work in any meaningful, gainful 
employment and may seek private or Social Security (SSD or SSI) disability benefits as 
unemployment insurance benefits is not designed to provide health or disability insurance.  See, 
Gilmore v. Emp’t Appeal Bd., supra.  A private attorney or Iowa Legal Aid may be able to assist 
with such a claim or appeal.   
 
DECISION: 
 
The March 30, 2015, (reference 01) unemployment insurance decision is affirmed.  The 
claimant voluntarily left the employment without good cause attributable to the employer.  
Benefits are withheld until such time as he has worked in and been paid wages for insured work 
equal to ten times his weekly benefit amount, provided he is otherwise eligible.  The claimant is 
currently not able or available under Iowa law, and therefore ineligible effective February 12, 
2015.  
 
 
 
 
__________________________________ 
Jennifer L. Coe 
Administrative Law Judge 
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